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DEFINTIONS – TEACHER’S NOTES 
 

AIMS: Students will be guided to notice some key features of definitions, in terms of content and 
language, and be able to replicate these in producing their own definitions.  Through the specific 
examples in focus, students will also practise talking about prejudices in a neutral manner and further 
develop their intercultural communication skills. 
 
RATIONALE:  
1 - Particularly in EAP, students often need to define terms used in their field of study, usually in order 
to clarify the term’s meaning to non-experts or to indicate which definition they are working with, and 
sometimes also to demonstrate understanding to an examiner.  
2 – Because prejudices and biases are controversies often discussed, and perhaps even faced, in 
academic contexts, the focus here has been consciously placed on defining and discussing potentially 
controversial/taboo topics, in order to increase intercultural communication competences.  
 
LANGUAGE FOCUS: defining relative clauses, some vocabulary for prejudices with -ism, some 
vocabulary for definitions.  
 
LEVEL: B1 upwards.  According to www.vocabkitchen.com profiling, the texts of the definitions 

should be easily understandable for learners at/above the B2 level on the CEFR; I would suggest they 

could also be used with B1-level learners if vocabulary support is given or dictionaries allowed. 

(Words above B1 level: belief, treatment, wealth, social standing, superior, arising.) 

 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE: 

- As an introduction to the topic, maybe write ‘elitism’ on the board and ask students if they know 

what it means, if they can explain it or translate it. Alternatively, write “prejudice” and/or “bias” 

 

- Let them do exercise 1. Depending on your students, they might need support understanding 

B2-level words: belief, treatment, wealth, social standing, or C1-level words: superior, arising. 

 

- Let them do exercise 2. A good method here will be Think-Pair-Share (where students first think 

about the exercise individually, then discuss it in pairs, and finally share their answers in a larger 

group). 

o Expected responses: the first verb is almost always is/are in the present tense (because 

the definition is true in general time and not attached exclusively to past/present/future), 

and the first phrase in the definition is almost always a relative clause – defining relative 

clauses with no commas!   

o Regarding the verb, the teacher could also introduce alternative phrases, 

such as ‘may/can be defined as’, ‘is concerned with’, ‘deals with‘, ‘relates 

to’, ‘involves’ 
 

- Let them do exercise 3. At this level, this should just be a reminder, but if extra support is 

needed, the teacher could provide the relative pronouns visually, e.g. on the board, or as an 

extra box on the worksheet. Check the answers altogether. 

o Answers: object which/that, person who, place where, time when. 
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- As a class, teach them the structure for opening a definition using a relative clause and a 

categorisation: Word to be defined + verb + category + rel. pron. + characteristics 

Here ‘categories’ are things like belief, person, period of time, branch of XYZ, etc. 
 

- Let them do exercise 4. Some ideas to help them make the list: sexism, racism, ageism, classism, 

antisemitism, ableism, ethnocentrism. They could each/in pairs define one or two, depending on 

the time, and then present their definitions to the class (e.g. write them on the board). 

 

- Discussion question 1: in plenum, talk about whether they all agree with the definitions 

presented, and if not, what would they want to change. They could also compare to various 

dictionary definitions or encylopaedia entries – these are easily accessible online.  

 

- In Exercise 6, students prepare definitions of key terms within their fields of study – if these are 

outside of the language teacher’s expertise, these definitions can be collected and 

checked/marked to return in the next lesson.  

o As an example: In Psychology ‘aggression’ is sometimes understood to include physical 

aggression, whereas other researchers distinguish between aggression and violence.  

 

POSSIBLE EXTENSION ACTIVITIES 

- Further discussion questions:  
o Have you ever experienced prejudiced behaviour? 
o Do you think that any of these prejudices are more common, or more problematic than 

others? (Comparison of countries of origins?) 
o What could you do to prevent prejudices and prejudiced behaviour? 

- Watch a video about the Blue Eyes Experiments as a prompt for discussion. 

- With the definitions from Exercise 6: If students all study closely related subjects, the definitions 

could be used in a guess-the-word type quiz. If not, you could set up a ‘which is the real 

definition’ type quiz.  

 

My Worries / Questions for Discussion: 

- How can I make the suggested procedure less teacher-centred so that teacher/plenum checking 

is not necessary after each task? 

- My students have previously had explicit grammar instruction. How could I change the part 

about relative clauses to be more effective for learners who do not have this background? 

- My worksheets don’t look like professionally designed materials – how can I improve this? (Is it 

important?) 

- I find it hard to label the language focus. And I’m not sure this is even an appropriate language 

focus at this level? Should I maybe re-frame it as a writing skills class? Writing definition 

paragraphs? 


